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Visions of Nepal - 7 Days / 6 Nights
Starting from *US$ 3,100 p.p.
(*based on double occupancy)
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Nestled in between the Himalayas and vast India, Nepal has been luring travellers to the far reaches of its
peaks since the 1950s after first opening its borders to foreigners. Known the world over as one of the
destinations for mountain treks and testing your limits, the small mountain nation is both classic and
legendary to hikers and explorers. Draped in prayer flags and filled with Hindu temples and Buddha
stupas, Nepal is also a distinguished spiritual and historical mecca.
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Day 1 | International Flight - Kathmandu Valley
Upon your arrival in Kathmandu you will be warmly welcomed by your driver and English speaking
Nepalese guide who will transfer you to Dwarika Hotel, an exquisite UNESCO Heritage property
conveniently situated near the famous Buddhist stupa at Boudhanath. You will then proceed to the Patan
Museum located in a restored Royal Palace. Here you will be able to view the traditional sacred art of
Nepal in an illustrious architectural setting. Its home is an old residential court of Patan Darbar, one of
the royal palaces of the former Malla kings of the Kathmandu Valley. Its gilded door and window face one
of the most beautiful squares in the world. Lunch will be in the museum’s garden before continuing on
to wander through the ancient city of Patan and explore the rest of its historical treasures. In the evening
you will return to your hotel and enjoy a traditional nine course dining experience at the Krishnarpan
restaurant.
O/N Dwarika Hotel | L, D
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Day 2 | Kathmandu Valley
After breakfast you will explore the local bazars of Ason, Indrachowk, Nardevi and Basantapur Durbar
Square, where you will wander through the ancient temples and bustling market scenes in the heart of
the Kathmandu valley. You will then be picked up by your driver who will take you to visit the former
stables of the Royal Rana palace called Babar Mahal Revisited, which has now been transformed to
showcase boutique shops, restaurants, and art galleries. Lunch will be served at Chez Caroline, a french
owned restaurant famous for its delicious quiche and healthy salads. After your visit at the Babar Mahal
you will proceed on to the Swayambhuanth temple, also known as the Monkey temple. An ancient
religious complex atop a hill in Kathmandu, this beautiful stupa and surrounding shrines are excellent
for photographs during the late afternoon magic hour providing beautiful vistas of the valley below. The

colourful scenes of the local shop stalls and bustling vibe make it a great place to walk around as you
gradually make your ascent up the stairs to the top of the stupa. In the evening you will drive to the
Garden of Dreams, one of the highlights of the Kathmandu Valley, where you will enjoy a candle light
dinner in this neo-classical historical garden.
O/N Dwarika Hotel | B, L, D
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Day 3 | Kathmandu Valley - Bhaktapur
After breakfast you will drive to the ancient city of Bhaktapur known for its arts and crafts. Here you
have the option to enjoy a Thanka painting workshop, where you can learn about the meaning behind the
intricate detail and symbolism of the colours, gestures, and religious figures found within this
traditional Nepalese art form. Lunch will be at Nyatapola restaurant which enjoys nice scenic views for
the old square below. After lunch you can wander through the old city, enjoy the colourful shops of brick
brack and antiques, and the variety of local characters. In the afternoon you will return back to
Kathmandu valley.
O/N Dwarika Hotel | B, L
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Day 4 - Day 6 | Kathmandu - Pokhara
Today you will take a short thirty minute flight up to Pokhara, known for its great trekking trails and
sweeping vistas of the Himalayan mountain ranges. You will stay at the charming and award wining
property, Tiger Mountain Pokhara Lodge, situated on a spectacular hilltop ridge a thousand feet above
the Pokhara valley. This exclusive property has panoramic views of Machhapuchhre and three of the
world’s eight-thousand metre high Himalayan peaks, Dhaulagiri, Annapurna, and Mansalu. The main
lodge area has a cosy central fireplace and comfortable seating arrangements situated around a Nepali
style courtyard. There are plenty of day walks from there that are led by local guides who are experts in
explaining the local flora, fauna, and rich culture of the area. The Lodge also provides shiatsu massage,
meditation, and yoga.
O/N Tiger Mountain Pokhara Lodge | B
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Day 7 | Pokhara - Kathmandu - Home
After breakfast you will take your flight from Pokhara to Kathmandu with a connecting flight back home.
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Included: 6 Nights Accommodations, 6 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 5 Dinners, Domestic flight Pokhara - Kathmandu
roundtrip, airport tax, services of guide and driver, private transportation, and entries fees and activities listed in
program. Excluded: International flight, travel insurance, alcoholic beverages and items of personal nature.
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Visions of Nepal

View of Boudhanath Stupa

Patan Square

Babar Mahal Boutique Shops

Dwarika’s Hotel

View of Annapurna mountain range

Trekking route in Pokhara
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Soma Journeys is Secret Retreats’ preferred travel concierge and designs tailor-made
itineraries that weave in some of the finest boutique residences, hotels and boats
peppered throughout Asia. A collaborative between two brands that are committed to
providing the discerning traveller with authentic experiences through advocating
exclusive boutique hideaways that reflect a refined luxury, insider’s knowledge and
Asian hospitality.
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For more information and reservations, please contact us at: dream@secret-retreats.com

